Abstract-This paper compares the tensor boundary conditions (TBCs) with the surface-susceptibility-based generalized sheet transition conditions (GSTCs) for the modeling of metasurfaces and 2-D material allotropes. First, we recall the GSTCs, distinguishing the full-tensor (FT) GSTCs and the tangentialtensor (TT) GSTCs, which correspond to the most general and most reported GSTC forms, respectively. We show, by separating tangential and normal polarizations, that the FT-GSTCs involve 36 independent susceptibility parameters, associated with 3 × 3 electric, magnetic, electric-to-magnetic, and magnetic-to-electric susceptibility tensors, despite the 2-D nature of the structure. Moreover, we find that suppressing the normal polarizations nontrivially reduces the number of FT-GSTC parameters to 24, which is greater than the 16 parameters of the TT-GSTCs. Then, the paper recalls the TBCs as originally reported in a previous study, called here scalar-parameter (SP) TBCs, and extends them to their tensorial-parameter (TP) counterparts, called the TP TBCs. In both formulations, we derive the equivalent susceptibilities in terms of the TBC parameters. We show that the SP-TBCs involve eight equivalent susceptibility parameters, among which only three are independent, while the TP-TBCs involve 16 independent susceptibility parameters. Next, we compare the two models, with their two respective formulations, in terms of both generality and physicality. We deduce from the number of independent susceptibility parameters the following ranking between the four formulations: 1) FT-GSTCs (36 independent parameters); 2) TT-GSTCs = TP-TBCs (16 independent parameters); 3) SP-TBCs (3 independent parameters), and illustrate with examples the property and functionality limitations of the TT-GSTCs, TP-TBCs, and SP-TBCs due to their parameter restrictions. Finally, we show that while the GSTCs appropriately describe the physics of the problem, the TBCs are discordant with it.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, the generalized sheet transition conditions (GSTCs) have been abundantly and successfully used as an electromagnetic model to synthesize and analyze metasurfaces [1] , [2] . The GSTCs are generalizations of the conventional boundary conditions (see [3] ), relating the field differences at both sides of a sheet discontinuity not only to surface currents but also to surface polarizations (see [4, Appendix A]). They were originally introduced in [5] and [6] , next expressed in terms of surface polarizability or susceptibility tensors for metasurfaces by Kuester et al. [7] and Holloway et al. [8] , and finally extended to the most general 1 case of bianisotropic (generally 36 parameters and often 16 tangential parameters) metasurfaces by Achouri and Caloz [1] , [9] . The GSTCs may also apply to 2-D materials constituted of a single layer or a small number of atomic layers, such as graphene, molybdenum disulfide, or black phosphorous [2] . Several extensions of the conventional boundary conditions have been reported in the literature [10] , and it is important to understand their similarities and differences with GSTCs for the optimal electromagnetic modeling of sheet structures. The greatest generality of the GSTCs compared to other boundary or transition conditions is most often obvious. However, this may not be the case with the Tensor Boundary Conditions (TBCs), reported in [11] . These TBCs are restricted to scalar constitutive parameters, but rewriting their original purely scalar form (see [11, eq. (1)]) in a form that expresses the fields on one side of the discontinuity in terms of the fields on the other side of the discontinuity leads to a tensorial relation that involves a 2 ×2 tensor (see [11, eq. (2) ]), evoking some similarity with the susceptibility-based GSTCs. Given the quite different appearance of these TBCs compared to the GSTCs (see [1] ), the degree of similarity between the two classes of conditions is far from straightforward.
Are the GSTCs just an alternative model of TBCs, or do they indeed represent a more general description of sheet discontinuities, such as metasurfaces or 2-D material allotropes? The purpose of this paper is to precisely answer this question. We shall hereafter refer to the TBCs in [11] as the scalarparameter (SP) TBCs or SP-TBCs. However, we also consider a generalization of these SP-TBCs to TBCs involving tensorial constitutive parameters, which we shall hereafter refer to as the tensor-parameter TBCs or TP-TBCs.
II. GENERAL SHEET TRANSITION CONDITIONS

A. Basic Equations
For convenience, the quantities appearing in the paper are listed in Table I, and Fig. 1 depicts the problem of TABLE I QUANTITIES APPEARING IN THE PAPER Fig. 1 . Problem of electromagnetic scattering from an anisotropic sheet of global (ee, me, em, mm) susceptibility χ . The sheet is located in the xyplane, whose normal unit vector isn =ẑ, at z = 0. The electric and magnetic fields above and below the sheet are noted as (
electromagnetic scattering from a bianisotropic sheet with the relevant field quantities and coordinate system. The time convention e −iωt is implicitly assumed everywhere.
The GSTCs read [5] , [6] n
wheren =ẑ is the unit vector normal to the surface of the sheet, the symbols and ⊥ denote vector components tangential and normal to the metasurface, respectively, refers to the difference of the fields at both sides of the metasurface, at z = 0 − and z = 0 + (e.g., E = E + − E − ), and ∇ = x∂/∂ x +ŷ∂/∂y. The relations (1) represent a generalization of the conventional boundary conditions (see [3] ) through the presence of the four terms involving the surface polarization densities ( M , P ⊥ , P , and M ⊥ ).
B. Full-Tensor (3 × 3) GSTCs Formulation
Assuming the absence of impressed surface current densities ( (1) reduces to a system of four differential equations, given by
In these relations, the tangential and normal electric and magnetic surface polarizations, in their most general form, relate to the averaged fields as 
where a, b = e,m, corresponding to the four tensors χ me , χ em , χ mm , and χ ee , which involve overall 4 × (3 × 3) = 36 parameters. Substituting (3) in (2) , and noting that
ee , and χ , | em including 4 × (2 × 3) = 24 parameters.
C. Tangential-Tensor (2 × 2) GSTCs Formulation
It is often assumed in the literature involving susceptibilitybased GSTCs that the susceptibility components corresponding to the normal excitation fields (third column of χ ab ) and normal response fields (third row of χ ab ) are zero (a, b = e, m), for simplicity 2 . This implies, according to (3b) and (3d), that P ⊥ = M ⊥ = 0. Equation (2) reduces then to the simple system of algebraic linear equationŝ
where the remaining tangential electric and magnetic surface polarizations relate to the averaged fields as
Inserting these relations into (7) yields the explicit relations
which represent a subset of (6).
It might a priori be thought that, despite their reduced number of parameters (from 36 to 16), the tangential-tensor (TT) GSTCs (TT-GSTCs) (9) can handle any metasurface problem since, according to the Huygens principle, any physical fields on either side of the metasurface [i.e., everywhere outside a longitudinally (z) thin and transversally (x y) infinite volume containing the metasurface] can be produced by purely tangential equivalent surface polarizations. This is true: any metasurface involving normal polarizations components can indeed be transformed into an equivalent (i.e., having exactly the same response) metasurface involving only tangential polarization components. However, allowing for normal components has, at least, the following two practical interests.
1) A given metasurface design could be fabrication-wise more advantageous with normal susceptibility components than with only equivalent tangential susceptibility components 3 .
2) The larger number of degrees of freedom in 3 × 3 susceptibility tensors, with normal components, allows metasurfaces capable of separate distinct transformations [19] , as will be shown in Section IV-A3.
III. TENSORIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
A. Scalar-Parameter Tensor Boundary Conditions
The TBCs, as given in [11, eq. (1)], read
where E ± and H ± are the electric and magnetic fields at z = 0 ± .
Using the field average and difference notation introduced in Section II and settingn =ẑ, these equations take the more compact form
2ẑ
Equations (10) and (11) relate the average fields to the difference fields via the 3 SPs R e , R m , and R c , whose units are , , and 1, respectively. Note that the TBCs express the average fields in terms of the difference fields, while the GSTCs do the opposite. For the sake of later comparison with the GSTCs, we now rewrite these TBCs in the same form as them and subsequently derive their equivalent susceptibility tensors. Solving (11) for the difference fields leads to (see Appendix A)
with the equivalent susceptibilities
where
Equation (13) reveals that the SP-TBCs involve 4 × 2 = 8 susceptibility parameters, corresponding to the nonzero entries in the tensors. However, these parameters are heavily interdependent: given their initial number of parameters 3, only three of them are naturally independent of the others. The physical consequence of these eight parameters with three independent ones is absolutely not trivial and will be illustrated in Section IV-A2.
B. Tensorial-Parameter Extension of the TBCs
Transforming the SPs R e , R m , and R c in Section III-A into tensors and allowing the third parameter to take different values in its two occurrences, generalizes (11) to
Let us now, as in the SP-TBC case, derive the GSTC-equivalent relations and susceptibilities. We assume, a priori, that the dimensions of the tensors R e , R ce , R m , and R cm in (14) are generally 3 × 3, leading to a total of 36 degrees of freedom, as the FT-GSTCs (Section II-B). However, these 36 parameters reduce to 16 for the following reason. The vectorẑ × v is perpendicular toẑ, ∀ v. Thus, all the vectors involved in (14) , both in the left-hand and right-hand sides, are tangential. As a result, the third rows and columns of the tensors are not involved in the equation and, therefore, effectively reduce to 2 × 2 tensors. For this reason, the GSTC-form relations corresponding to (14) have exactly the same form as their SP-TBC counterparts [see (12a) and (12b)]
but with the more diverse susceptibility tensors (see Appendix B)
and
It may easily be verified that the TP-TBC tensors (16) reduce to their SP-TBC counterparts (12) upon reducing the tensors R to scalars and setting R ce = R cm = R c . Table II summarizes the key comparison results of the two GSTC formulations presented in Section II (TT-GSTCs and FT-GSTCs) and the two TBC formulations presented in Section III (SP-TBCs and TP-TBCs). These results are the susceptibility tensors and the number of non-zero susceptibility parameters, N s . We shall compare the four formulations first in terms of level of generality, i.e., the number of distinct metasurfaces types that they can model and next in terms of physicality, i.e., the level of correspondence between the model and the physics that it describes.
IV. COMPARISON
A. Generality 1) Number of Susceptibility Parameters:
The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of nonzero susceptibility parameters (N s ) for the TT-GSTCs, FT-GSTCs, and TP-TBCs, where these parameters are independent of each other and reduce from N s = 8 to the three initial degrees of freedom R e , R m , and R c for the SP-TBCs.
Since the number of degrees of freedom corresponds to the same metasurface parameters, the surface susceptibility tensor components, it represents an immediate measure of the level of generality of the different models. So, the FT-GSTCs, with 36 parameters, are the most general relations. Then, the TT-GSTCs and the TP-TBCs, with both 16 parameters, have the same intermediate level of generality. Finally, the SP-TBCs have the smallest number of degrees of freedom (three parameters) and are, therefore, the least general relations among the four models.
Sections IV-A2 and IV-A3 compare the two simplest (SP-TBCs and TT-GSTCs) and the two most complete (TP-TBCs and FT-GSTCs) models, respectively. (Table II) : The SP-TBCs are the original forms of the TBCs, which are also the only forms published to date [11] . On the other hand, TT-GSTCs (Section II-C) are the GSTC forms that have been the most used in the literature on metasurfaces. Therefore, it seems appropriate to compare these two simplified models, while we defer the comparison of their most complete counterparts (TP-TBCs and FT-GSTCs) to Section IV-A3. This section shows fundamental consequences of the SP-TBCs having only eight nonzero susceptibility parameters, among which only three are independent, versus the TT-GSTC having 16 nonzero and independent susceptibility parameters.
2) SP-TBCs Versus TT-GSTCs
In the SP-TBCs, we have
where I S =xx +ŷŷ is the symmetric transverse unit dyadic tensor, and χ ee = i 2η 0 R m /k 0 D and χ mm = −i 2R e /k 0 η 0 D, and
where I A =ŷx −xŷ is the antisymmetric transverse unit dyadic tensor, and
According to (17) and (18), the electric-to-electric and magnetic-to-magnetic susceptibilities are scalar and are, hence, electrically and magnetically isotropic, while the magneticto-electric and electric-to-magnetic susceptibilities are tensorial, with zero diagonal terms and opposite off-diagonal terms, and might, hence, be called "antiisotropic." Therefore, given their mixed isotropic-antiisotropic nature, the SP-TBCs, cannot model standard (purely) biisotropic (Pasteur or Tellegen [12] , [16] ) metasurfaces, contrary to the TT-GSTCs (Table II) , which can model both types of metasurfaces, given the complete independence of their susceptibility parameters. Let us now investigate the actual implications of the mixed isotropic-antiisotropic nature of the SP-TBCs.
First, the SP-TBCs cannot model nonreciprocal metasurfaces. Indeed, the condition for nonreciprocity is [1] , [12] , [16] 
where the symbol T denotes the transpose operation. According to (13) , the SP-TBCs cannot satisfy the condition (19) 4 , whereas the TT-GSTCs (Table II) , from their parameter independence, can. So, the SP-TBCs cannot model nonreciprocal metasurfaces and can, therefore, not handle, for instance, spatial-isolation metasurfaces [17] , while the TT-GSTCs can do it.
Second, the SP-TBCs cannot model gyrotropic metasurfaces. Indeed, the condition for gyrotropy is [1] , [12] 
The SP-TBCs dissatisfy (again) all these relations and, therefore, can a fortiori not satisfy the overall condition (20) . Thus, the SP-TBCs are restricted to nongyrotropic metasurfaces and can, therefore, not handle, for instance, polarization rotators [18] , contrary to the TT-GSTCs, which can perfectly satisfy (20) . The mixed isotropic-antiisotropic nature of the SP-TBCs turns out to correspond to the form of bianisotropy that is required for diffractionless generalized refraction [14] or for any power-conserving nongyrotropic transformation [15] except for the (SP-TBC) restriction to single ( p or s) polarization. 5 3) TP-TBCs Versus FT-GSTCs (Table II) : After comparing the simplest forms of the TBCs and GSTCs, it makes sense to compare their most complete forms, the TP-TBCs (Section III-B) and the FT-GSTCs (Section II-B) , which is what ultimately matters. This section shows a fundamental consequence of the TP-TBCs having only 16 degrees of freedom versus the FT-GSTCs having 36 degrees of freedom.
Since they have the same number of degrees of freedom (16 degrees of freedom) as the TT-GSTCs, the TP-TBCs are exactly equivalent to the TT-GSTCs in terms of numbers of types of metasurfaces that they can model. Therefore, the SP-TBC-TT-GSTC comparison of Section IV-A2 also serves as a comparison between the SP-TBC-TP-TBC formulations. Insofar as the present TP-TBC-FT-GSTC comparison is concern, the fundamental difference between the two models is that the former is restricted to tangential tensorial components, whereas the latter also includes the normal tensorial components.
The extra 5 × 4 = 20 normal tensor components (χ xz ab , χ yz ab , χ zz ab , χ zy ab , and χ zx ab ) of the FT-GSTCs compared to the TP-TBCs represent extra degrees of freedom which allow separate transformations, whereby the same metasurface distinctly responds to distinct illuminations. A practical example is a spatial-filter metasurface, which imparts, without gyrotropy, three distinct transmission magnitude-phase pairs to three incident waves with different angles, either when the three incident waves are present simultaneously (single three-wave transformation, requiring only 2 degrees of freedom, and hence accessible to a purely tangential-susceptibility metasurface) or when the three incident waves are present separately (triple single-wave transformation, requiring only 6 degrees of freedom, and hence necessitating normal extra degrees of freedom) [19] . 5 In nongyrotropic bianisotropic metasurfaces, the p and s polarizations are decoupled. For instance, for a plane wave incident in the xz plane, we have separate p (E x and H y transverse fields) and s (E y and H x transverse fields) polarizations. The scattering for the p polarization is controlled by the susceptibility components χ xx ee , χ Let us detail this example. We assume that the filtering metasurface has the following three properties: 1) it transforms the wave magnitude and phase without any deflection (or change in direction), for temporal (and not spatial) frequency filtering; 2) it is reciprocal, for fabrication simplicity; and 3) it is nongyrotropic, from functionality specification.
The purely temporal-frequency filtering requirement implies uniformity, i.e., position-independent (i.e., gradient-less) susceptibilities.
The reciprocity requirement, corresponding to the condition (19) , reduces the ee and mm tensors to symmetric tensors, that is, 
where aa = ee, mm, and requires the em and me tensors to be the opposite transpose of each other, that is,
Equation (21a) eliminates 3 × 2 = 6 susceptibility parameters, while (21b) eliminates 9 susceptibility parameters, which leaves out 36 − (6 + 9) = 21 parameters. The nongyrotropy requirement, corresponding to the condition (20) 
Let us further assume, for simplicity, that the incident wave is TM z -polarized, so that it has only the components E x , E z , and H y being nonzero, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This configuration involves only the 6 distinct susceptibilities 
Inserting the susceptibilities (23) into the FT-GSTC relations (6a) and (6b) and recalling that the metasurface is uniform, i.e., d(χ f )/dx = χd f/dx with f = E, H , reduce (6) to
which form a system of 2 equations with 6 susceptibility parameters. This allows to specify 6/2 = 3 independent transformations, which exactly corresponds to the required number of transformations for our three-wave spatial-filter metasurface.
The required 6 susceptibility parameters are available in the FT-GSTCs. In contrast, three of them, namely χ zy em , χ xz ee , and χ zz ee , are not accessible in the TP-TBCs. So, the TP-TBCs, with their limitation to the remaining 3 degrees of freedom, namely χ xy em , χ yy mm , and χ x x ee , cannot perform the desired 3-wave spatialfiltering metasurface; they are, mathematically, restricted to 1.5 transformation and hence, practically, to one-separate-wave spatial filtering.
Let us now see which among the 16 TP-TBC tensor (R e , R m , R ce , and R cm ) parameters correspond to these three susceptibility parameters. The TP-TBC parameters may be generally expressed in terms of the susceptibility parameters (see Appendix D). In the present particular (uniform, reciprocal, nongrytropic, and TM z ) case, the sought after parameters may be easily found by enforcing the TM z polarization and identifying the result with the equivalent TT-GSTCs, as shown in Appendix E. The three remaining parameters are found to be R yy e , R x x m , and R yy ce = R x x cm , where the last equality is a consequence of reciprocity.
Thus, the TBCs even in their most complete (TP-TBC) form cannot model the specified three-wave spatial-filtering metasurface, whereas the FT-GSTCs perfectly can. This confirms the general conclusion of Section IV-A1.
B. Physicality
Let us now compare the level of physicality of the GSTC and TBC models with the help of a specific example. Consider a uniform, isotropic, and reciprocal metasurface consisting in a periodic array of conducting rings with radius a and period L (2a < L λ 0 ), as depicted in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, consider that this metasurface is illuminated by a TE z plane wave, as also shown in the figure.
The physics of such a medium is typically described as follows [1] , [20] . The incident wave induces in each ring an antisymmetric current, I A , and a symmetric current, I S . I A corresponds to the normal (ẑ) magnetic dipole moment, m z ≈ I A (πa 2 ), while I S corresponds to a y-tangential electric dipole moment, p y ≈ 2i (I S /ω)(2a). At the macroscopic (metasurface) scale, these dipole moments give rise to the surface polarization densities
, which can be alternatively written in terms of the surface susceptibility models as
where the susceptibility parameters χ zz mm and χ yy ee may be related to the geometrical parameters of the rings by the formulas given in Appendix F, taking interelement coupling.
Since they are based on surface susceptibilities, the susceptibility-GSTC model considered here is automatically consistent with the physics of the problem. For example, in the case of the metasurface in Fig. 3 , it has direct access to the electromagnetic susceptibilities χ zz mm and χ yy ee at the macroscopic level and to the electromagnetic polarizabilities α zz mm and α yy ee at the microscopic level (Appendix F), which is essential for proper metaparticle design and physical insight. In contrast, the TBCs, at least with their original R parameters [11] , have no natural connection with the physics of the problem. Even their tensorially enhanced reformulation in terms of equivalent susceptibilities, presented in this paper, is inadequate to describe the physics of the problem, since, for instance, it precludes the existence of M z to properly describe the magnetic dipole of the rings in Fig. 3 .
The comments of the previous paragraph are sufficient to show the superiority of the GSTCs over the TBCs in terms of model physicality. Let us still explore how the TP-TBCs would model the metasurface in Fig. 3 to gain specific appreciation on their relation with the susceptibilities. According to Appendix G, these relations are
These relations illustrate the consequences of the nonphysicality of the TBCs in the case of the metasurface in Fig. 3 . These relations suffer from the following issues.
1) Their connection with the susceptibilities-and hence to the physics of the metasurface-are overly complicated. 2) They do not provide the possibility to separate the electrical and magnetic responses of the medium when the two are simultaneously present. 3) They depend on the excitation, via the incidence angle, whereas medium parameters are intrinsic to the geometry and materials of their constituent particles and do not depend on the excitation. Thus, while the GSTCs perfectly describe the physics of the metasurface, the TBCs essentially fail to do so.
V. CONCLUSION
The TBCs only represent a subset of the GSTCs. Even when enhanced from their original scalar form reported in [11] to a tensorial formulation, they are restricted to specific types of metasurfaces. Moreover, while the GSTCs exactly describe the physics of the metasurface problem, which is essential for efficient design, the TBCs are discordant with the physicality of the problem.
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF THE GSTC-FORM SP-TBC RELATIONS AND SUSCEPTIBILITIES
The SP-TBCs equations (11) may be recast in the matrix form
This system of equations may be rearranged in terms of the electromagnetically uncoupled equation pairs
Solving (A.2a) for H x and E y yields 
leads to the GSTCs-form equations [see (12) ]
APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF THE GSTC-FORM TP-TBC RELATIONS AND SUSCEPTIBILITIES
Vectorially premultiplying both sides of (14) byẑ, and using the identityẑ × v = N · v with N given by (16e), yields
Solving these equations for the vectorsẑ × E andẑ × H leads toẑ
with D e and D m given by (16f) and (16g), respectively. Comparing (B.2) and (9) finally provides then the TP-TBCs-equivalent susceptibility tensors (16) .
APPENDIX C GENERALIZED REFRACTION METASURFACE EXAMPLE
Consider a metasurface surrounded by air on both sides that is designed to refract a plane wave incident at an angle θ i toward an angle θ t . The susceptibility functions characterizing such a metasurface for the p polarization, given in [14] , can be written as
where α = k 0 x(sin θ i − sin θ t ), β = cos θ i + cos θ t , and T = √ cos θ i / cos θ t . The susceptibility functions for the s polarization are found by duality as
Comparing (C.1) and (C.2) shows that this set of susceptibility functions violates the restrictions of χ x x ee = χ yy ee , χ x x mm = χ yy mm , and χ xy em = −χ yx em of the SP-TBCs. Hence, such a metasurface cannot be described by using the SP-TBCs as presented in [11] .
APPENDIX D DERIVATION OF TP-TBC PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF SUSCEPTIBILITIES
We are seeking expression for the TP-TBC TPs R e , R ce , R m , and R cm as functions of the susceptibility tensors χ me , χ mm , χ ee , and χ em . A brute-force approach to do this would be to invert the relations (16) . However, this is complicated because the dependence of the D e,m terms on the tensors R e,ce,m,cm leads to nonlinear tensorial equations. Therefore, we resort here to a simpler approach, which consists in first rewriting the χ ... -dependent relation (15) in the form of the original TP-TBCs (14) and next finding the sought after expressions by identification with the coefficients of (14) .
For this purpose, we first dot-multiply both sides of Eqs. (15) by N and use the identity
with N given by (16e), which results in
Solving these equations for the vectorsẑ × E , av and z × H , av yields
and cm . These equations have exactly the same form as the TT-GSTCs [see (9) ],
Therefore, the relations between the TBC and susceptibility parameters is immediately found, by identification, as is the number of rings per unit area, and L is the lattice constant and where k p is the wave vector,v p =k p ×ŷ is the magnetic field direction, and p represents i, r and t for the incident, reflected, and transmitted fields,k r =k i −2(ẑ·k i )ẑ andk t =k i and and T are the reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively. For the structure in Fig. 3 , we have M = 0, K imp = J imp = 0, P ⊥ = 0, and M ⊥ = M z = 0, P = P yŷ = 0, so that (1) 
